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New Opportunities for Artistic Practice in Virtual Worlds
IGI Global Although virtual worlds continue to grow in popularity, a substantial amount of research is needed to determine best practices in virtual spaces. The artistic community is one ﬁeld where virtual worlds can be utilized to the greatest eﬀect. New Opportunities for Artistic Practice in Virtual Worlds
provides a coherent account of artistic practices in virtual worlds and considers the contribution the Second Life platform has made in a historical, theoretical, and critical context within the ﬁelds of art and technology. This volume is intended for both artists and scholars in the areas of digital art, art and
technology, media arts history, virtual worlds, and games studies, as well as a broader academic audience who are interested in the philosophical implications of virtual spaces.

Theatre, Social Media, and Meaning Making
Springer This book oﬀers the ﬁrst broad-based survey of the way artists, audiences and society at large are making use of social media, and how the emergence of social media platforms that allow two-way interaction between these groups has been held up as a ‘game changer’ by many in the theatre
industry. The ﬁrst book to analyse aesthetic, critical, audience development, marketing and assessment uptake of social media in the theatre industry in an integrated fashion, Theatre, Social Media and Meaning Making examines examples from the USA, UK, Europe and Australasia to provide a snapshot
of this emerging niche within networked, telematic, immersive and participatory theatre production and reception practices. A vital new resource for the ﬁeld, this book will appeal to scholars, students, and industry practitioners alike.

The History of Cinema
Oxford University Press Cinema was the ﬁrst, and is arguably still the greatest, of the industrialized art forms that came to dominate the cultural life of the twentieth century. Today, it continues to adapt and grow as new technologies and viewing platforms become available, and remains an integral
cultural and aesthetic entertainment experience for people the world over. Cinema developed against the backdrop of the two world wars, and over the years has seen smaller wars, revolutions, and profound social changes. Its history reﬂects this changing landscape, and, more than any other art form,
developments in technology. In this Very Short Introduction, Nowell-Smith looks at the deﬁning moments of the industry, from silent to sound, black and white to color, and considers its genres from intellectual art house to mass market entertainment. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introduction
series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging
topics highly readable.

Teaching through Multi-User Virtual Environments: Applying Dynamic Elements to the Modern Classroom
Applying Dynamic Elements to the Modern Classroom
IGI Global Teaching through Multi-User Virtual Environments: Applying Dynamic Elements to the Modern Classroom highlights the work of educators daring enough to teach in these new frontiers of education. This timely publication is a must-read for all educators and practitioners, of any subject and at
any level, who wish to incorporate a dynamic online element to their classroom. It is also meant for researchers of education, computer science, and instructional technologies. Teaching through Multi-User Virtual Environments: Applying Dynamic Elements to the Modern Classroom is a one-stop resource
for practices, as well as research activities, within the domain on Multi-User Virtual Environments.

Virtual Weaponry
The Militarized Internet in Hollywood War Films
Springer This book examines the convergent paths of the Internet and the American military, interweaving a history of the militarized Internet with analysis of a number of popular Hollywood movies in order to track how the introduction of the Internet into the war ﬁlm has changed the genre, and how
the movies often function as one part of the larger Military-Industrial- Media-Entertainment Network and the Total War Machine. The book catalogues and analyzes representations of a militarized Internet in popular Hollywood cinema, arguing that such illustrations of digitally networked technologies
promotes an unhealthy transhumanism that weaponizes the relationships between the biological and technological aspects of that audience, while also hierarchically placing the “human” components at the top. Such ﬁlmmaking and movie-watching should be replaced with a critical posthumanism that
challenges the relationships between the audience and their technologies, in addition to providing critical tools that can be applied to understanding and potentially resist modern warfare.

Visualising Lost Theatres
Virtual Praxis and the Recovery of Performance Spaces
Cambridge University Press This pioneering study harnesses virtual reality to uncover the history of ﬁve venues that have been 'lost' to us: London's 1590s Rose Theatre; Bergen's mid-nineteenth-century Komediehuset; Adelaide's Queen's Theatre of 1841; circus tents hosting Cantonese opera
performances in Australia's goldﬁelds in the 1850s; and the Stardust showroom in 1950s Las Vegas. Shaping some of the most enduring genres of world theatre and cultural production, each venue marks a signiﬁcant cultural transformation, charted here through detailed discussion of theatrical praxis
and socio-political history. Using virtual models as performance laboratories for research, Visualising Lost Theatres recreates the immersive feel of venues and reveals performance logistics for actors and audiences. Proposing a new methodology for using visualisations as a tool in theatre history, and
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providing 3D visualisations for the reader to consult alongside the text, this is a landmark contribution to the digital humanities.

A Short Introduction to the Ancient Greek Theater
Revised Edition
University of Chicago Press Reexamining the surviving plays of Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, and Aristophanes, the author discusses acting technique, scenery, the power and range of the chorus, the use of theatrical space, and parody in their plays. This edition includes notes on ancient mime and
puppetry and how to read Greek playtexts as scripts.

An Introduction to Theatre Design
Routledge This introduction to theatre design explains the theories, strategies, and tools of practical design work for the undergraduate student. Through its numerous illustrated case studies and analysis of key terms, students will build an understanding of the design process and be able to: identify
the fundamentals of theatre design and scenography recognize the role of individual design areas such as scenery, costume, lighting and sound develop both conceptual and analytical thinking Communicate their own understanding of complex design work trace the traditions of stage design, from
Sebastiano Serlio to Julie Taymor. Demonstrating the dynamics of good design through the work of inﬂuential designers, Stephen Di Benedetto also looks in depth at script analysis, stylistic considerations and the importance of collaboration to the designer’s craft. This is an essential guide for students
and teachers of theatre design. Readers will form not only a strong ability to explain and understand the process of design, but also the basic skills required to conceive and realise designs of their own.

Prevention of Healthcare Associated Infections
Infection Prevention and Control
Jaypee Brothers Medical Publishers The prevention and control of infection in healthcare environments is now more important than ever. From simple hand washing to full PPE (personal protective equipment), hygiene maintenance has never been more at the forefront of people’s minds than during the
Coronavirus COVID-19 outbreak. This book is a practical guide to the prevention and control of healthcare and laboratory-associated infections. Divided into twelve sections, the text begins with an introduction to the basic science of infection and the use of antimicrobial agents. The following sections
cover prevention and control of infection in diﬀerent environments and situations including hospitals, laboratories, speciﬁc patient groups, and high risk and procedure areas. Diﬀerent infection transmission methods are discussed in depth. The book concludes with guidance on standards and sample
protocols, and training techniques. The comprehensive text is further enhanced by images and ﬂow charts, and each chapter includes MCQs (multiple choice questions) to assist learning and revision. Key points Comprehensive guide to prevention and control of infection in healthcare environments
Covers diﬀerent environments, patient groups and infection transmission methods Features images and ﬂow charts to assist learning Each chapter concludes with MCQs on the topic

Performance Constellations
Networks of Protest and Activism in Latin America
Theater: Theory/Text/Performan Demonstrates the power of embodied and digital networks in confronting neoliberal sociopolitical regimes in the Americas

Making Musicals
An Informal Introduction to the World of Musical Theatre
Hal Leonard Corporation Based on lectures given at Hunter College, New York City.

Theatre
A Very Short Introduction
Oxford University Press, USA Theatre is one of the longest-standing art forms of modern civilization. Taking a global look at how various forms of theatre - including puppetry, dance, and mime - have been interpreted and enjoyed, this Very Short Introduction explores all aspects of the theatre, including
its relationship with religion, literature, and its value worldwide.

Interfaces of Performance
Routledge This collection of essays and interviews investigates current practices that expand our understanding and experience of performance through the use of state-of-the-art technologies. It brings together leading practitioners, writers and curators who explore the intersections between theatre,
performance and digital technologies, challenging expectations and furthering discourse across the disciplines. As technologies become increasingly integrated into theatre and performance, Interfaces of Performance revisits key elements of performance practice in order to investigate emergent
paradigms. To do this ﬁve concepts integral to the core of all performance are foregrounded, namely environments, bodies, audiences, politics of practice and aﬀect. The thematic structure of the volume has been designed to extend current discourse in the ﬁeld that is often led by formalist analysis
focusing on technology per se. The proposed approach intends to unpack conceptual elements of performance practice, investigating the strategic use of a diverse spectrum of technologies as a means to artistic ends. The focus is on the ideas, objectives and concerns of the artists who integrate
technologies into their work. In so doing, these inquisitive practitioners research new dramaturgies and methodologies in order to create innovative experiences for, and encounters with, their audiences.
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Digital Performance
A History of New Media in Theater, Dance, Performance Art, and Installation
MIT Press The historical roots, key practitioners, and artistic, theoretical, and technological trends in the incorporation of new media into the performing arts. The past decade has seen an extraordinarily intense period of experimentation with computer technology within the performing arts. Digital
media has been increasingly incorporated into live theater and dance, and new forms of interactive performance have emerged in participatory installations, on CD-ROM, and on the Web. In Digital Performance, Steve Dixon traces the evolution of these practices, presents detailed accounts of key
practitioners and performances, and analyzes the theoretical, artistic, and technological contexts of this form of new media art. Dixon ﬁnds precursors to today's digital performances in past forms of theatrical technology that range from the deus ex machina of classical Greek drama to Wagner's
Gesamtkunstwerk (concept of the total artwork), and draws parallels between contemporary work and the theories and practices of Constructivism, Dada, Surrealism, Expressionism, Futurism, and multimedia pioneers of the twentieth century. For a theoretical perspective on digital performance, Dixon
draws on the work of Philip Auslander, Walter Benjamin, Roland Barthes, Jean Baudrillard, and others. To document and analyze contemporary digital performance practice, Dixon considers changes in the representation of the body, space, and time. He considers virtual bodies, avatars, and digital
doubles, as well as performances by artists including Stelarc, Robert Lepage, Merce Cunningham, Laurie Anderson, Blast Theory, and Eduardo Kac. He investigates new media's novel approaches to creating theatrical spectacle, including virtual reality and robot performance work, telematic
performances in which remote locations are linked in real time, Webcams, and online drama communities, and considers the "extratemporal" illusion created by some technological theater works. Finally, he deﬁnes categories of interactivity, from navigational to participatory and collaborative. Dixon
challenges dominant theoretical approaches to digital performance—including what he calls postmodernism's denial of the new—and oﬀers a series of boldly original arguments in their place.

Handbook of Multimedia for Digital Entertainment and Arts
Springer Science & Business Media The advances in computer entertainment, multi-player and online games, technology-enabled art, culture and performance have created a new form of entertainment and art. The success of this new ﬁeld has inﬂuenced the development of the digital entertainment
industry and related products/services, which has impacted every aspect of our lives. Handbook of Multimedia for Digital Entertainment and Arts is an edited volume contributed by worldwide experts in the ﬁeld of the new digital and interactive media, and their applications in entertainment and arts.
This handbook covers leading edge media technologies, and the latest research applied to digital entertainment and arts. The main focus of Handbook of Multimedia for Digital Entertainment and Arts targets interactive and online games, edutainment, e-performance, personal broadcasting, innovative
technologies for digital arts, digital visual and auditory media, augmented reality, moving media, and other advanced topics. The ﬁnal chapters of this book present future trends and developments within this explosive ﬁeld. Handbook of Multimedia for Digital Entertainment and Arts serves as a primary
reference for advanced-level students, researchers and professors studying computer science and electrical engineering. With the dramatic growth of interactive digital entertainment and art applications, this handbook is also suitable as a reference for practitioners, programmers, and engineers
working in this ﬁeld.

Postdramatic Theatre
Routledge Newly adapted for the Anglophone reader, this is an excellent translation of Hans-Thies Lehmann’s groundbreaking study of the new theatre forms that have developed since the late 1960s, which has become a key reference point in international discussions of contemporary theatre. In
looking at the developments since the late 1960s, Lehmann considers them in relation to dramatic theory and theatre history, as an inventive response to the emergence of new technologies, and as an historical shift from a text-based culture to a new media age of image and sound. Engaging with
theoreticians of 'drama' from Aristotle and Brecht, to Barthes and Schechner, the book analyzes the work of recent experimental theatre practitioners such as Robert Wilson, Tadeusz Kantor, Heiner Müller, the Wooster Group, Needcompany and Societas Raﬀaello Sanzio. Illustrated by a wealth of
practical examples, and with an introduction by Karen Jürs-Munby providing useful theoretical and artistic contexts for the book, Postdramatic Theatre is an historical survey expertly combined with a unique theoretical approach which guides the reader through this new theatre landscape.

Dark Imaginings
Ideology and Darkness in the Poetry of Lord Byron
Peter Lang What does it mean to say that poetry is dark? How does the presence of darkness give meaning to literary works? Such questions sit at the centre of this study of Lord Byron, a man who has been characterised as intrinsically dark by generations of scholars. This is the ﬁrst book to oﬀer a
comprehensive survey of Byron's darkness, producing new and innovative readings of his poetry by exploring how darkness (both literal and ﬁgurative) helps to structure his work's ideological topography and facilitates the exchange of ideas between its diﬀerent ideological systems. Canvassing a
variety of issues relevant to a number of diﬀerent manifestations of darkness, the study explores such diverse topics as the relationship between sublime aesthetics and the gendering of desire, the connection between darkness and Byron's Scottish nationalism and the inﬂuence of blackness on his
engagement with the Orient. With such a broad focus in mind, it also engages with texts that represent Byron's oeuvre in its broadest sense, engaging not only with canonical texts such as Manfred and Don Juan, but also selections from Byron's juvenilia, the Oriental Tales and his letters and journals, as
well as surveying the critical reviews that helped to inﬂuence the colour of his work and its later reception.

Theatre as Human Action
An Introduction to Theatre Arts
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Publishers This book engages students--particularly those who may not be very familiar with many plays--in the theatre experience by focusing on just four plays: the tragedy Macbeth, the landmark African American drama A Raisin in the Sun, the American comedy classic You Can't
Take It with You, and the contemporary hip-hop musical Hamilton.

Mediatized Dramaturgy
The Evolution of Plays in the Media Age
Bloomsbury Publishing This study explores the ways in which playtexts have evolved in relation to the sociocultural and cognitive conditions of a mediatized age, and how they, in form and content, respond to this environment and open up new critical possibilities in text and performance. The study
combines theatre and media theory through the innovative concept of 'mediatized dramaturgy' and oﬀers conceptual reﬂections on the ways in which a playtext negotiates the new reality of contemporary culture. The book scrutinizes the form of playtexts and works through the exchange between text
and performance by exploring contemporary works such as Simon Stephens's Pornography, Caryl Churchill's Love and Information, and David Greig's The Yes/No Plays, and their selected productions. Oﬀering a pioneering intervention that expands discussions about the mediatization of theatre, and
new playwriting, Mediatized Dramaturgyproposes areas for discussion that appeal to researchers, audiences and practitioners with an interest in the sub-ﬁeld of media and performance, and British and North American drama and theatre. Media technologies and their socio-cultural repercussions have
increasingly inﬂuenced theatre, particularly since the ubiquitous prevalence of digital technologies from the 1990s onwards. Consequently, new modes such as digital and intermedial theatre have come to populate and transform the theatre practice and scholarship. In this changing theatrical
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landscape, what has happened to plays in the historically text-oriented British theatre? How has playtext changed in an age of theatre marked by mediatization and its possibilities?

Blood Brothers
Bloomsbury Publishing A Liverpudlian West Side Story, Blood Brothers is the story of twin brothers separated at birth because their mother cannot aﬀord to keep them both. One of them is given away to wealthy Mrs Lyons and they grow up as friends in ignorance of their fraternity until the inevitable
quarrel unleashes a blood-bath. Blood Brothers was ﬁrst performed at the Liverpool Playhouse in 1983 and subsequently transferred to the Lyric Theatre, London. It was revived in the West End in 1988 for a long-running production and opened on Broadway in 1993.

Scenographic Design Drawing
Performative Drawing in an Expanded Field
Bloomsbury Publishing List of Figures Introduction -- 1. Drawn Behind the Fourth Wall -- 2. Creating a Scene -- 3. Staging Architecture -- 4. Drawn to Perform -- 5. The Drawn Absence -- 6. Drawn into the Future References Notes Index.

Introduction to Arts Management
Bloomsbury Publishing Introduction to Arts Management oﬀers a unique, dynamic and savvy guide to managing a performing or visual arts organization, be that an arts center, theatre, museum, art gallery, symphony orchestra, or other arts company. For those training to enter the industry, workers in
arts administration, or those seeking to set up their own company, the wealth of expert guidance and direct, accessible style of this authoritative manual will prove indispensable. Gathering best practices in strategic planning, marketing, fundraising and ﬁnance for the arts, the author shares practical,
proven processes and valuable tools from his work with over 100 arts companies and professional experience producing over 100 music, dance, theatre and visual arts events. Unique features include: · boilerplate guides for marketing and fundraising · a sample Board of Trustee contract · speciﬁc
budget checklists · day-to-day working tools that can be immediately instituted in any arts organization · resources at the end of each chapter designed to help readers consider and implement the strategies in their own practice. Interviews with arts leaders oﬀer insights into the beginnings and growth
of signiﬁcant arts institutions, while examples based on real situations and successful arts organizations from both North America and Britain illustrate and underpin the strategic and practical advice. Expanded from the author's highly successful How to Run a Theatre, this edition oﬀers both trainees
and seasoned professionals the hands-on strategic leadership tools needed to create, build and nurture a successful career in the challenging world of arts administration and management.

Physical Theatres
A Critical Introduction
Routledge This new edition of Physical Theatres: A Critical Introduction continues to provide an unparalleled overview of non-text-based theatre, from experimental dance to traditional mime. It synthesizes the history, theory and practice of physical theatres for students and performers in what is both a
core area of study and a dynamic and innovative aspect of theatrical practice. This comprehensive book: traces the roots of physical performance in classical and popular theatrical traditions looks at the Dance Theatre of DV8, Pina Bausch, Liz Aggiss and Jérôme Bel examines the contemporary practice
of companies such as Théatre du Soleil, Complicite and Goat Island focuses on principles and practices in actor training, with reference to ﬁgures such as Jacques Lecoq, Lev Dodin, Philippe Gaulier, Monika Pagneux, Etienne Decroux, Anne Bogart and Joan Littlewood. Extensive cross references ensure
that Physical Theatres: A Critical Introduction can be used as a standalone text or together with its companion volume, Physical Theatres: A Critical Reader, to provide an invaluable introduction to the physical in theatre and performance. New to this edition: a chapter on The Body and Technology,
exploring the impact of digital technologies on the portrayal, perception and reading of the theatre body, spanning from onstage technology to virtual realities and motion capture; additional proﬁles of Jerzy Grotowski, Wrights and Sites, Punchdrunk and Mike Pearson; focus on circus and aerial
performance, new training practices, immersive and site-speciﬁc theatres, and the latest developments in neuroscience, especially as these impact on the place and role of the spectator.

Shakespeare and the 'Live' Theatre Broadcast Experience
Bloomsbury Publishing This ground breaking collection of essays is the ﬁrst to examine the phenomenon of how, in the twenty-ﬁrst century, Shakespeare has been experienced as a 'live' or 'as-live' theatre broadcast by audiences around the world. Shakespeare and the 'Live' Theatre Broadcast
Experience explores the precursors of this phenomenon and its role in Shakespeare's continuing globalization. It considers some of the most important companies that have produced such broadcasts since 2009, including NT Live, Globe on Screen, RSC Live from Stratford-upon-Avon, Stratford Festival
HD, Kenneth Branagh Theatre Company Live, and Cheek by Jowl, and examines the impact these broadcasts have had on branding, ideology, style and access to Shakespeare for international audiences. Contributors from around the world reﬂect on how broadcasts impact on actors' performances,
changing viewing practices, local and international Shakespearean fan cultures and the use of social media by audience members for whom “liveness” is increasingly tied up in the experience economy. The book tackles vexing questions regarding the 'presentness' and 'liveness' of performance in the
21st century, the reception of Shakespeare in a globally-connected environment, the challenges of sustaining an audience for stage Shakespeare, and the ideological implications of consuming theatre on screen. It will be crucial reading for scholars of the 'live' theatre broadcast, and enormously helpful
for scholars of Shakespeare on screen and in performance more broadly.

Immersive Theatre and Audience Experience
Space, Game and Story in the Work of Punchdrunk
Springer This book is the ﬁrst full-length monograph to focus on Punchdrunk, the internationally-renowned theatre company known for its pioneering approach to immersive theatre. With its promises of empowerment, freedom and experiential joy, immersive theatre continues to gain popularity - this
study brings necessary critical analysis to this rapidly developing ﬁeld. What exactly do we mean by audience “immersion”? How might immersion in a Punchdrunk production be described, theorised, situated or politicised? What is valued in immersive experience - and are these values explicit or
implied? Immersive Theatre and Audience Experience draws on rehearsals, performances and archival access to Punchdrunk, providing new critical perspectives from cognitive studies, philosophical aesthetics, narrative theory and computer games. Its discussion of immersion is structured around three
themes: interactivity and game; story and narrative; environment and space. Providing a rigorous theoretical toolkit to think further about the form’s capabilities, and oﬀering a unique set of approaches, this book will be of signiﬁcance to scholars, students, artists and spectators.

Physical Theatres: A Critical Reader
Routledge Physical Theatres: A Critical Reader is an invaluable resource for students of physically orientated theatre and performance. This book aims to trace the roots and development of physicality in theatre by combining practical experience of the ﬁeld with a strong historical and theoretical
underpinning. In exploring the histories, cross-overs and intersections of physical theatres, this critical Reader provides: six new, specially commissioned essays, covering each of the book’s main themes, from technical traditions to contemporary practises discussion of issues such as the foregrounding
of the body, training and performance processes, and the origins of theatre in both play and human cognition a focus on the relationship and tensions between the verbal and the physical in theatre contributions from Augusto Boal, Stephen Berkoﬀ, Étienne Decroux, Bertolt Brecht, David George, J-J.
Rousseau, Ana Sanchez Colberg, Michael Chekhov, Jeﬀ Nuttall, Jacques Lecoq, Yoshi Oida, Mike Pearson, and Aristotle.
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Theatre Histories
An Introduction
Routledge This new edition of the innovative and widely acclaimed Theatre Histories: An Introduction oﬀers overviews of theatre and drama in many world cultures and periods together with case studies demonstrating the methods and interpretive approaches used by today's theatre historians.
Completely revised and renewed in color, enhancements and new material include: a full-color text design with added timelines to each opening section a wealth of new color illustrations to help convey the vitality of performances described new case studies on African, Asian, and Western subjects a
new chapter on modernism, and updated and expanded chapters and part introductions fuller deﬁnitions of terms and concepts throughout in a new glossary a re-designed support website oﬀering links to new audio-visual resources, expanded bibliographies, approaches to teaching theatre and
performance history, discussion questions relating to case studies and an online glossary.

Theatre and the Virtual
Genesis, Touch, Gesture
Routledge Theatre and the Virtual lays out a set of conceptual instruments for the articulation and engendering of the forces of theatrical potentiality. Creating a passage toward a reconstitution of the given, a theatre of the virtual opens bodies in motion to a region of an ongoing genesis of forces. The
outcome: regimes of constraint are abandoned through a radical practice of ecological attunement. Violence is eschewed through an onto-ecology of touch. Closed systems are repotentialised to become co-constitutive of their environments. A logic of spectrality settles in—not so much entities as
atmospheres, not so much a being as a style of being, not so much a body as multitudinous milieus of response. This is the task of a theatre of the virtual—to safeguard the possibility of the extra-epistemological and uphold one’s right to oﬀer accounts of oneself from outside of being, all the while
creating a fractured record of the wondrous mutations of a moving, gesturing body. This book will be of great interest to students and scholars in theatre, philosophy, new materialisms, environmental humanities, gesture, and the ontology of response.

Devising in Process
Bloomsbury Publishing Devising in Process examines the creative processes of eight theatre companies making devising-based performances. Companies covered include: - The People Show - Station House Opera - Shunt - The Red Room - Faulty Optic Theatre of Animation - theatre O - Gecko - Third
Angel Authors were granted unusual access to the rehearsal room, enabling them to provide unique insights into how ideas evolve and develop, how strategies and methods are applied and how roles and relationships are structured. Covering a broad range of styles, the collection explores physical
theatre, political theatre, puppetry, live art, new writing and performance with new technology. Accessibly framed, the book includes a comprehensive introduction which highlights similarities and diﬀerences in approach, examines the impact of economic and cultural factors and explores how
deﬁnitions of devised theatre are changing and developing. This eye-opening collection will be important reading for students and practitioners interested in exploring 21st century devising processes.

Handbook of Research on Computational Arts and Creative Informatics
IGI Global "This book looks at the combination of art, creativity and expression through the use and combination of computer science, and how technology can be used creatively for self expression using diﬀerent approaches"--Provided by publisher.

Virtual, Augmented, and Mixed Realities in Education
Springer This book describes the current state of the art of various types of immersive learning: in research, in practice, and in the marketplace. It discusses advanced approaches in the design and development for various forms of immersive learning environments, and also the emerging innovations in
assessment and research in the ﬁeld. In addition, it demonstrates the opportunities and challenges in implementing advances in VR and immersion at scale in formal and informal learning. We are living in a time of rapid advances in terms of both the capabilities and the cost of virtual reality, multi-user
virtual environments, and various forms of mixed reality. These new media potentially oﬀer extraordinary opportunities for enhancing both motivation and learning across a range of subject areas, student developmental levels, and educational settings. With the development of practical and aﬀordable
virtual reality and mixed reality, people now have the chance to experience immersive learning both in classrooms and informally in homes, libraries, and community centers. The book appeals to a broad readership including teachers, administrators, scholars, policy makers, instructional designers,
evaluators and industry leaders.

An Introduction to World Cinema, 2d ed.
McFarland "Scholarly...excellent."--The Midwest Book Review "The ﬁnest book to supplement an introductory ﬁlm course designed to help college students better understand the signiﬁcance of the motion picture."--Rogue Cinema "Oﬀers critical essays by ﬁlm scholars...the best ﬁlm text currently
available...the quintessential study guide."--The Current. Motion pictures are more than just entertainment. In ﬁlm studies courses in colleges and universities worldwide, students and professors explore the social, political, technological and historical implications of cinema. This textbook provides two
things: the history of ﬁlm as an art form and an analysis of its impact on society and politics. Chapters are arranged chronologically, covering the major developments in ﬁlm, like the advent of talkies or the French New Wave. Each era is examined in the context of several exemplary ﬁlms commonly
viewed in ﬁlm studies courses. Thus students can watch Birth of a Nation and Intolerance while studying the innovations made by D.W. Griﬃth from 1910 to 1919. The scope is global, embracing the cinematic traditions of Asia, Latin America and Africa, as well as the ever important American and
European output. Thoughtful articles from ﬁlm scholars are included. The ﬂexible structure of the text allows a variety of options for classroom use or personal study.

Multimedia Performance
Bloomsbury Publishing How do performers and artists use media technologies to create live events? How have developments in audio-visual technology changed the relationship between the spectator and the performer? How can performance respond to the technology-saturated consciousness of
contemporary culture? What are the key concepts and terms needed to understand multimedia performance? Multimedia Performance provides a comprehensive overview of the development, theory and deﬁnitive characteristics of this rapidly developing and popular area of practice. Drawing on case
studies from across a wide range of contemporary performance, the book introduces key artists, companies and debates. Klich and Scheer describe new and emergent forms including video performance, digital theatre, interactive dramaturgies and immersive environments, presenting an up-to-date
analysis of the evolving relationship between technology and aesthetics in contemporary performance culture. Exploring the diﬀerent ways in which technology can activate new aesthetic potentials and audience experiences, Multimedia Performance demonstrates the vital role of multimedia
technologies in contemporary theatre practice. Supported by illustrations, media theory and textboxes, this is important reading for anyone interested in questions of the live and the mediated aspects of performance, and essential reading for students of theatre and performance.

The Cambridge Companion to Performance Studies
Cambridge University Press Since the turn of the century, Performance Studies has emerged as an increasingly vibrant discipline. Its concerns - embodiment, ethical research and social change - are held in common with many other ﬁelds, however a unique combination of methods and applications is
used in exploration of the discipline. Bridging live art practices - theatre, performance art and dance - with technological media, and social sciences with humanities, it is truly hybrid and experimental in its techniques. This Companion brings together specially commissioned essays from leading scholars
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who reﬂect on their own experiences in Performance Studies and the possibilities this oﬀers to representations of identity, self-and-other, and communities. Theories which have been absorbed into the ﬁeld are applied to compelling topics in current academic, artistic and community settings. The
collection is designed to reﬂect the diversity of outlooks and provide a guide for students as well as scholars seeking a perspective on research trends.

The theater and its double
Transl. from the French by Mary Caroline Richards
Staging and Stage Décor: Early Modern Spanish Theater
Vernon Press This is the ﬁrst book on staging and stage décor to focus speciﬁcally on early modern Spanish theater, from the 16th to the early 20th centuries. The introduction provides an overview of Spanish theater design from the 16th century, with particular attention to the corral theater and Lope
de Vega. The scope of the book is vast. Some of the articles deal with early modern stagings, while others deal with contemporary productions. The collection contains articles by an international array of specialists on topics such as scenography and costuming, lighting, and performance space. It also
broaches little-studied areas such as the use of alternative performance spaces, most notably prisons. The book provides in-depth analyses of particular archetypes - the melancholiac, the queen, the astrologer - and how they were, and are, staged. The focus on performance and performance space,
costuming, set design, lighting, and audience seating make this a truly unique volume. This book is designed for students of Spanish literature and theater, researchers interested in theater history and early modern Spain, as well as theater professionals.

Virtual Reality Cinema
Narrative Tips and Techniques
Routledge Award-winning cine-maVRicks Eric R. Williams, Carrie Love and Matt Love introduce virtual reality cinema (also known as 360° video or cine-VR) in this comprehensive guide ﬁlled with insider tips and tested techniques for writing, directing and producing eﬀectively in the new medium. Join
these veteran cine-VR storytellers as they break down fundamental concepts from traditional media to demonstrate how cine-VR can connect with audiences in new ways. Examples from their professional work are provided to illustrate basic, intermediate and advanced approaches to crafting modern
story in this unique narrative space where there’s no screen to contain an image and no speciﬁc stage upon which to perform. Virtual Reality Cinema will prepare you to approach your own cine-VR projects via: Tips and techniques for writing, directing and producing bleeding-edge narrative cine-VR
projects; More than a hundred photos and illustrations to explain complex concepts; Access to more than two hours of on-line cine-VR examples that you can download to watch on your own HMD; New techniques developed at Ohio University’s Game Research and Immersive Design (GRID) Lab,
including how to work with actors to embrace Gravity and avoid the Persona Gap, how to develop stories with the Story Engagement Matrix and how to balance directorial control and audience agency in this new medium. This book is an absolute must read for any student of ﬁlmmaking, media
production, transmedia storytelling and game design, as well as anyone already working in these industries that wants to understand the new challenges and opportunities of virtual reality cinema.

Theatre Histories
An Introduction
Routledge This thoroughly revised and updated third edition of the innovative and widely acclaimed Theatre Histories: An Introductionoﬀers a critical overview of global theatre and drama, spanning a broad wealth of world cultures and periods. Bringing together a group of scholars from a diverse range
of backgrounds to add fresh perspectives on the history of global theatre, the book illustrates historiographical theories with case studies demonstrating various methods and interpretive approaches. Subtly restructured sections place the chapters within new thematic contexts to oﬀer a clear overview
of each period, while a revised chapter structure oﬀers accessibility for students and instructors. Further new features and key updates to this third edition include: A dedicated chapter on historiography New, up to date, case studies Enhanced and reworked historical, cultural and political timelines,
helping students to place each chapter within the historical context of the section Pronunciation guidance, both in the text and as an online audio guide, to aid the reader in accessing and internalizing unfamiliar terminology A new and updated companion website with further insights, activities and
resources to enable students to further their knowledge and understanding of the theatre.

Theatre Ecology
Environments and Performance Events
Cambridge University Press A study into the relationships between performance, theatre and environmental ecology.

Virtual Theatres
An Introduction
Routledge The ﬁrst full-length book of its kind to oﬀer an investigation of the interface between theatre, performance and digital arts, Virtual Theatres presents the theatre of the twenty-ﬁrst century in which everything - even the viewer - can be simulated. In this fascinating volume, Gabriella Giannachi
analyzes the aesthetic concerns of current computer-arts practices through discussion of a variety of artists and performers including: * blast Theory * Merce Cunningham * Eduardo Kac * forced entertainment * Lynn Hershman * Jodi Orlan * Guillermo Gómez-Peña * Marcel-lí Antúnez Roca * Jeﬀrey Shaw
* Stelarc. Virtual Theatres not only allows for a reinterpretation of what is possible in the world of performance practice, but also demonstrates how 'virtuality' has come to represent a major parameter for our understanding and experience of contemporary art and life.
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